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behavior of one line select top I have some sql statement like SELECT id, num FROM tab1 WHERE id
> '0101010101' AND num > '0101010101' When I execute it from SqlManagement Studio, result is
OK (below image). When I execute it from a stored procedure, the result is zero row. Please have a
look at attached image to see result and schema below CREATE TABLE tab1(id char(20), num
char(20)) INSERT INTO tab1 (id, num) VALUES('0101010101','0101010101') What is wrong with it? A:
When you execute: SELECT id, num FROM tab1 WHERE id > '0101010101' AND num > '0101010101'
you are doing a self-join with the id column. You are getting the rows that have exactly two identical
values, for id and for num. You don't have any rows with a rowid greater than '0101010101' in the
table and one of those is equal to '0101010101' both id and num. Then, in the stored procedure, it
looks like you are doing a left join against tab1. Instead, it is a match against the table itself. No
matter how small the business, the cost of hiring and training staff is a consideration that every
business will have to weigh up against the benefits of creating a business and being self-employed.
Successful businesses have a better chance of long-term sustainability when they incorporate
business and employment advantages, and several aspects of the GST rebate structure enable more
time and resources for businesses to focus on their core activities. GSTable is the third site on the
ABC Tax News Blog to publish the new law relating to the BPS provisions on work for the selfemployed and the self-employed provisions of the Fair Work Amendment (Work for the Dole) Act
2011. 6d1f23a050
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